BASE SN 20

- MECHATRONIC DIFF-LOCK
- LIMITED WIDTH 80 CM
- ARTICULATED
- ROBUST
- COMPACT AND SIMPLE

Compact and simple
This range is an elegant yet compact tractor with a short turn radius. Ideal for small farms and hobby users who require high levels of manoeuvrability and functionality.

SN is an articulated tractor with exceptionally small dimensions and highly functional, the Base 20 tractor both for the most demanding situations and for everyday use, is the ideal machine for working between narrow rows in vineyards and low-sloping terrain with limited space to work, compact orchards, and hanging orchards with limited room to operate, even when using very heavy tools.

THE "ENTRY LEVEL" TRACTOR
• LOW, SPACIOUS AND ERGONOMIC DRIVING POSITION
• FOUR WHEEL DRIVE AND ARTICULATED
• EXCELLENT PRICE/PERFORMANCE RATIO

EURO RS-SN 30/40/45

- EXCLUSIVE PERFORMANCES IN THE RANG
- THE "SENIOR" SERIES
- COMPACT SIZE AND SPECIFICATIONS
- LOW WEIGHT AND INTEGRATED CHASSIS

Power, simplicity and performance
The Euro range is a series of articulated tractors with 25 to 38 HP in either four-wheel drive or wheel drive versions, for applications in which an extremely narrow turn radius is necessary. These models are available in the new 4-cylinder version, with a reduced steering radius, four-wheel drive and the powerful 48 HP direct injection engine make the Maxter the ideal solution for safe operations even in the most challenging situations, thanks to the new, tapered chassis and the equal power, the E Series range of isodiametric tractors.

- 16+16 TRANSMISSION WITH SYNCHRONISED REVERSE SHUTTLE
- MAXIMUM ADHERENCE TO THE GROUND
- COMPACT WHEELBASE

MAXTER RS-SN 60

- SPEEDS 45
- HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ACCORDING TO THE CATEGORY
- BUILT-IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WITHOUT EXTERNAL RESERVOIR

The evolution of isodiametric tractors
The combination of tapered chassis, a versatile当轮驱动, 四轮驱动 (RS) or articulated (SN) drive wheels which receive a reduced steering radius and the powerful 48 HP direct injection engine make the Maxter the ideal solution for safe operations even in the most challenging situations, thanks to the new, tapered chassis and the equal power, the E Series range of isodiametric tractors.

- 16+16 TRANSMISSION WITH SYNCHRONISED REVERSE SHUTTLE
- MAXIMUM ADHERENCE TO THE GROUND
- COMPACT WHEELBASE

4 WHEEL FOR ALL
Four for all the 4-wheel drive models, for all the models with either four-wheel drive or wheel drive.

Four in 3: one for all the Euro models and one for all Goldoni. A reconfigurable system that allows the same tractor to be used for all operations: with up to 100 HP: never before has a tractor been so powerful, so reliable and highly functional.

E 70|80|90|100

- 4 CYLINDER: 160 HP
- 4 CYLINDER: 180 HP
- 4 CYLINDER: 210 HP
- 4 CYLINDER: 240 HP

As of today these models are successfully used in any type of operation: from tillage to prepping, from the most challenging situations, thanks to the new, tapered chassis and the equal power, the E Series range of isodiametric tractors.

- 16+16 TRANSMISSION WITH SYNCHRONISED REVERSE SHUTTLE
- MAXIMUM ADHERENCE TO THE GROUND

- WEIGHT 2325 KG
- WIDTH 1335-1575 MM
- TYRE 320/70R20
- WEIGHT 2275-2325 KG
- WHEELBASE 1505 MM
SPECIALISED DUAL TRACTION

RONIN 40/50

- MULTIFUNCTIONAL
- 3 rear mechanical distributors
- HYDRAULIC
- 12+12+4 Fast reverse
- Direct injection
- Tier IIIA
- Ronin 50: 35.3 kW / 48 HP

80 S 60

- THE MOST ROBUST 50 HP
- One of the key advantages of the S Series characterise specialised crop applications. in the often challenging conditions that tractors the ideal partner for working performance combine to make these power, manoeuvrability, reliability and needs and requirements of professionals strengths, adding a host of more advanced, comprehensive features: starting with this Series, we have

100 S 80

- Maximum versatility: platform on silent-block suspension or cab with a/c
- Driver area
- 3 rear mechanical distributors
- pump output 38 l/min, open-centre hydraulic
- 4WD and mechanical DIFF-lock
- Mechanical reverse shuttle levers
- dual power 16+8, 8+8 transmission with lateral underdrive (20%)
- transmission
- VM 4 cyl Tier IIIB
- Q 100: 67 kW / 91 HP
- Q 90: 59 kW / 80 HP

Q 90 | 100 | 110

- Perfect weight distribution
- up to 3 front electro-hydraulic distributors
- Electronically controlled lift (optional)
- Lifting capacity 2500 kg
- Hydraulic
- 4WD and electro-hydraulic DIFF-lock
- VM 4 cyl Tier IIIB
- ENGINE

S 60|80 PLUS

- Compact wheelbase
- Exclusive remote compensation with the "Dual Power" action
- Automatic control of "left blind" and "right blind"
- Exclusive" hydraulically actuated steering and weight distribution
- Tips approach to give

S 60|80

- The complete range of transmissions
- The Goldoni S Series meets all the needs of customers who want to ensure maximum reliability and performance. The new Transmission brings the ideal partner for working in the most challenging conditions. Over the key advantages of the S Series is compact dimensions, reduced and reliability.

S 90 | 100 | 110

- Low centre of gravity, it is PC traction and equipped to the "overhead"
- Chassis compact on "Silent Block" and "Pressure" cab
- Four wheel drive with front traction
- Steering control platform on "Silent Block" with hydraulics
- Turbo hydraulics, control column with hydraulics
- Turbo hydraulic control column with hydraulics
- Turbo steering column with hydraulics

S 90 | 100 | 110 GT

- Prefect weight distribution
- up to 3 rear mechanical distributors
- pressurised platform / cab
- Driver area
- Hydraulic
- 4WD and electro-hydraulic DIFF-lock
- VM 4 cyl Tier IIIB
- ENGINE

TRANSCAR RS-SN

- Four wheel drive with front traction
- Steering control platform on "Silent Block"
- Turbo hydraulics, control column with hydraulics
- Turbo steering column with hydraulics
- Turbo steering column with hydraulics
- Turbo steering column with hydraulics

The most widely sold and comprehensive Goldoni range of platforms for tractors and machinery in Italy. It is designed to transport equipment, but also serve as a powerful tool for heavy loads. The Transcar range is available in a wide range of models, from the Transcar 25 to the Transcar 70, with a power range from 19 to 46.6 kW. The Transcar range is built with a high level of durability and reliability, ensuring long service life and low maintenance costs. The Transcar range offers a wide range of features, including powerful engines, hydraulic systems, and transmission options. The Transcar range is available in a variety of configurations, including with and without power steering, and with or without a power take-off. The Transcar range is designed for use in a variety of applications, including agriculture, construction, and transportation. The Transcar range is manufactured to the highest standards, with a focus on quality and reliability. The Transcar range offers a wide range of models to meet the needs of customers, from small-scale operators to large-scale operations. The Transcar range is designed to be easy to operate and maintain, ensuring maximum efficiency and productivity. The Transcar range is available from authorized dealers throughout Italy. The Transcar range offers a wide range of options and configurations, ensuring that customers can choose the right model for their needs. The Transcar range is backed by a strong service and support network, ensuring that customers can always count on the highest level of service and support. The Transcar range is designed to be flexible and adaptable, ensuring that customers can always count on the Transcar range for their transport needs.